Abstract. We present an O(n 3) time type inference algorithm for a type system with a largest type -I-, a smallest type _1_, and the usual ordering between function types. The algorithm infers type annotations of least shape, and it works equally well for recursive types. For the problem of typability, our algorithm is simpler than the one of Kozen, Palsberg, and Schwartzbach for type inference without _1_. This may be surprising, especially because the system with _1_ is strictly more powerful.
Introduction
This paper concerns types for the 2-calculus that can be generated from the grammar:
t ::=• I T I t~ ~t2
Intuitively, _L is a least type containing only the divergent computation; T is a maximal or universal type containing all values; and tl ~ t2 is the usual function space.
Types are partially ordered by < which is the smallest binary relation on types such that 1. _1_ < t < T for all types t; and
s ~ t < s' ~ t' if and only if s t<sandt<t'.
Correspondence and offprint requests to : J. Palsberg the fragment of PTB without • will be denoted PT [WOP95] .
Subtyping in PTB and PT is non-structural, that is, two types can be related by < even in cases where they have different structures. For example T ~ T < T and T ~ T < (T ~ T) ~ T. In contrast, type systems with atomic subtyping [Mit84] have the property that if s is a subtype of t, then s and t have the same structure; only the leaves of s and t can be different. We are interested in nonstructural subtyping because this is the form of subtyping that is often used in connection with records and objects. The type system PTB is a convenient setting for studying certain aspects of non-structural subtyping, especially the ordering of function types. The type system PTB can be extended with recursive types, yielding Amadio and Cardelli's system [AmC93] , here denoted PTB~. The further extension of PTB~ with the type Int of integers will be denoted PTB# U {Int}.
We have earlier shown that PTB is strictly more powerful than PT [WOP95] , and recursive types add further power.
It is known that type inference for PT is computable in O(n 3) time [KPS94] . It is well known that all 2-terms are typable in PTB~ by the type #c~.~ ~ ~. It is also known that type inference for PTB# u {Int} is computable in O(n 3) time, by reduction to a flow analysis problem [POO95] .
In this paper we show that type inference for PTB and PTB# is also computable in O(n 3) time, by an algorithm similar to that in [KPS94] . The algorithm infers type annotations of least shape. A type is a tree (which can be infinite if we consider recursive types), so its shape is the set of paths from the root. In general, there can be several types of least shape. For example, the 2-term These type annotations are of least shape. If we replace the type of y by T, then we obtain another type annotation of least shape. The above 2-term and the two typings themselves are not particularly interesting, but it is the smallest example we have found for which there are more than one least-shape typing.
By contrast, in the type system PT, every typable 2-term has exactly one type annotation of least shape. The algorithm by Kozen, Palsberg, and Schwartzbach [KPS94] infers this least-shape type annotation.
The type inference algorithm by Palsberg and O'Keefe [POO95] for PTB~U{Int} does in general not infer type annotations of least shape. It remains open if our result can be extended to PTBu U {Int}.
For the problem of typability, our algorithm is simpler than the one of Kozen, Palsberg, and Schwartzbach for type inference without _L. This may be surprising, especially because the system with _L is strictly more powerful. In our view, the simpler algorithm motivates having T and _1_ together in a type system. Our algorithm proceeds by first calculating a compact representation of the shape of a type for each subterm, and then assigning • or T to each leaf. Our method for choosing between _L and T is simple and it seems possible that it can be generalized to work for richer type systems.
In the following section we define the type inference problem and summarize some known results that will be helpful in the later sections. In Section 3 we define an automaton that will be used when defining possible solutions to the type inference problem, and in Section 4 we define a useful notion of upper bound. In Section 5 we prove our main theorem, which characterizes a least-shape solution, and in Section 6 we present our type inference algorithm. Finally, in Section 7 we give an example of how our type inference algorithm works.
The Type System

Type Rules
If E is a 2-term, t is a type, and A is a type environment, i.e. a partial function assigning types to variables, then the judgement AbE:t means that E has the type t in the environment A. Formally, this holds when the judgement is derivable using the following four rules: The first three rules are the usual rules for simple types and the last rule is the rule of subsumption. The type system has the subject reduction property, that is, if A b E : t is derivable and E //-reduces to E r, then A b E' : t is derivable. This is proved by straightforward induction on the structure of the derivation of A t-E : t [Mit91].
This system types 2-terms which are not typable in the simply-typed 2-calculus. For example, consider 2f.(fK(fI)), where K and I are the usual combinators. This is not typable in the ordinary calculus, since K and I have different types, but it is typable under partial typing: assign f the type -7 ~ (-7 ~ 7-). Both the K and I can be coerced to type T, and the result (fI), of type T ~ -7, can be coerced to -7 to form the second argument of the first f. Therefore the entire ).-term has type (-7 ~ (-7 ~ -7)) ~ -7.
Similarly, some self-application is possible: (2x.xx) has type (-7 ~ t) ~ t for all t, since the final x can be coerced to -7.
However, not all 2-terms are typable in this system. Any 2-term typable in P'I-B is strongly normalizing [WOP95] . To indicate the flavour of those strongly normalizing 2-terms which are not typable in this system, we have earlier [WOP95] showed that (2x.xxx)(2y.y) is not typable in P'I'B. We also showed that the 2-term (2f.f(fx))(2v.vy) is typable in P'I'B but not in P'l'. This demonstrates that / adds power to a type system.
Constraints
Given a ;t-term E, the type inference problem can be rephrased in terms of solving a system of type constraints. Assume that E has been s-converted so that all bound variables are distinct. Let XE be the set of 2-variables x occurring in E, and let Y~ be a set of variables disjoint from XE consisting of one variable I[F]I for each occurrence of a subterm F of E. (The notation IIF] is ambiguous because there may be more than one occurrence of F in E. However, it will always be clear from context which occurrence is meant.) We generate the following system of inequalities over Xe tJ YE : 9 for every occurrence in E of a subterm of the form 2x.F, the inequality
x--*[[F]] <_ [[;tx.F]]
9 for every occurrence in E of a subterm of the form GH, the inequality
[IG]] < [IHn---~IIGH]]
9 for every occurrence in E of a 2-variable x, the inequality x _< llxll Denote by T(E) the system of constraints generated from E in this fashion. For every ;t-term E, let Ymap(E) be the set of total functions from Xe u !re to the set of types. The function ~ E Tmap(E) is a solution of T(E) if and only if it is a solution of each constraint in T(E). Specifically, for V, V', V" c XE W Ye:
The constraint:
V<V'
has solution ~ if: Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the journal version of [KPS94], in outline as follows. Given a solution of the constraint system, it is straightforward to construct a derivation of A F-E:t. Conversely, observe that if A t-E:t is derivable, then there exists a derivation of A F-E : t such that each use of one of the ordinary rules is followed by exactly one use of the subsumption rule. The approach in for example [Wan91, PaS92] then gives a set of inequalities of the desired form. [] We now begin the running example of this paper. It is small and does not fully illustrate all constructions, but it may be helpful for understanding the basic ideas.
A larger example is presented in Section 7. Consider the 2-term E = (2x.x)y. We
The constraint system T(E) looks as follows.
To the left of the constraints, we have indicated from where they arise. The example will be continued later.
A Representation of Types
We will use a standard representation of types that will be convenient in Sections 3-6. Intuitively, a type is a binary tree where its interior nodes are labeled with ---} and its leaves are labeled with T or _1_. A path from the root of a type can be thought of as a string of O's and l's. Starting at the root, as long as the nodes along the path are labeled with an arrow, a 0 in the path selects the left subtree, a 1 selects the right subtree. In the following we formalize this intuition, along the lines of for example [KPS95, POO95] .
Let Z = {~, _L, T} be the ranked alphabet where ---} is binary and • T are nullary. A type is a finite tree over s A path from the root of such a tree is a string over {0, 1}, where 0 indicates "left subtree" and 1 indicates "right subtree". This set of types is the same as the one defined by the grammar in Section 1. A set S of strings is prefix closed if e// E S implies e E S. We represent a type by a term, which is a function mapping each path from the root of the type to the symbol at the end of the path, as follows. Definition 2. A term is a partial function t : {0,1}* --+ 2 with domain ~(t) such that ~(t) is non-empty and prefix-closed, and such that if t(~) =---}, then {il ~i E ~(t)} ----{0, 1}; and if t(~) 6 {A_,T}, then {i1 ~i 6 ~(t)} = 0. The set of all such terms is denoted Tz. The set of terms with finite domain is denoted Fz. They represent finite trees, by K6nig's Lemma. In our application, Fz is the set of types.
For s, t E Tz, define __+Tz : Tz x Tz ~ Tz and _.[ Tx, TTx E TX with domains
(s __+r~ t)(O~) = s(~) (s __+r~ t)(l~) = t(~) (s _+r~ t)(~) = -
TTZ(e) = T For t 9 T~ and ~ 9 {0, 1}*, define the partial function t~ : {0, 1}* -* E by tJ,~(fl) = t(~fl)
If t ~ ~ has non-empty domain, then it is a term, and is called the subterm of t at position ~. For x ~ {O, 1}* and ~ 9 {O, 1}*, define x + ~ = {fl ] ceil 9 x}. Notice that the notation _ ~_ is overloaded. Which definition is being used will be clear from context.
[]
The following properties are immediate from the definitions:
Following [KPS95], we henceforth omit the superscript Tz on the operators _+T~, /T~, T:rZ.
We will say that a term s has smaller shape than a term t if ~(s) _~ @(t). Our type inference algorithm will infer types that are of least shape.
Terms are ordered by the subtype relation G, as follows. Palsberg, and Schwartzbach [KPS95] showed that the relation < is equivalent to the order defined by Amadio and Cardelli [AmC93] . The relation < is a partial order with _L _< t < T for all t 9 Tz, and s ~ t < s' ~ t' if and only if s' < s and t < t' [AmC93, KPS95]. Moreover, on Fz, < coincides with the type ordering defined in Section 1 [KPS95].
Graphs
In this section we reduce the problem of solving constraint systems to a problem of solving a certain kind of constraint graph. The graphs yield a convenient setting for applying algorithms like transitive closure.
Definition 4. A constraint graph is a directed graph G = (S, L, R, <) consisting of a set of nodes S and three sets of directed edges L, R, _<, where L indicates "left" 0 and R indicates "right". We write s ~ t to indicate that the pair (s, t) is in the 1 edge set L, we write s ~ t to indicate that the pair (s, t) is in the edge set R, and < we write s ~ t to indicate that the pair (s, t) is in the edge set <. A constraint graph must satisfy the properties:
9 any node has at most one outgoing L edge and at most one outgoing R edge; 9 a node has an outgoing L edge if and only if it has an outgoing R edge.
A solution for G is any map h : S ~ T~: such that
Notice that we consider solutions in S ~ Tz, not just in S -~ Fz. The solution h is finite if h(s) is a finite set for all s.
[] A system of type constraints as described above gives rise to a constraint graph by associating a unique node with every subexpression occurring in the system of constraints, defining L and R edges from an occurrence of an expression to its left and right subexpressions, and defining < edges for the inequalities. Clearly, a solution of a system of type constraints can be transformed into a finite solution of the corresponding constraint graph, and vice versa.
Definition 5. A constraint graph is closed if the edge relation < is reflexive, transitive, and closed under the following rule which says that the dashed edges exist whenever the solid ones do:
The closure of a constraint graph G is the smallest closed graph containing G as a subgraph.
[] Lemma 6. A constraint graph and its closure have the same set of solutions.
Proof Any solution of the closure of G is also a solution of G, since G has fewer constraints. Conversely, the closure of G can be constructed from G by iterating the closure rules, and it follows inductively that any solution of G satisfies the additional constraints added by this process. [] Consider again the running example E = (2x.x)y. We use the following abbreviations
The symbol: abbreviates:
The constraint graph generated from T(E) looks as follows.
To close the constraint graph, it is sufficient to fill in the edges
and make < reflexive and transitive.
On Solving Graphs
In Sections 3-6 we give an algorithm for solving constraint graphs. Here follows an informal account of the basic idea. Every constraint graph is solvable. The basic problem is: can we solve a given graph using only finite types, that is, using only elements of Fz ? Our approach to doing this is to compute a least-shape solution. The idea is that if a least-shape solution uses at least one infinite type then so does every other solution.
A least-shape solution assigns arrow types to as few nodes as possible, and it assigns Y or _1_ to the remaining nodes. For example, consider again the constraint graph from the running example. Suppose h is a solution of the graph. Rule (i) in Definition 4 forces both h(~a) and h(~2) to be an arrow type. Moreover, rule (ii) in Definition 4 forces h(~l
) is a type, it must be either • -1-or an arrow type. It cannot be • because h(~l) < _1_ is false. Likewise h( [[2x.x]] ) cannot be -T-, because T < h(---~2) is false. Therefore h( [[2x.xl] ) must be an arrow type.
A naive algorithm might work by creating two fresh nodes to hold the left and right subexpressions of h(ll2x.x]]). Such a strategy may in the worst case require exponential space for storing the nodes of the graph. To see this, consider the constraint system
where each constraint of the form X = Y denotes the two constraints X _< Y and Y _< X. If we use the naive algorithm mentioned before, then at least 2 ~ nodes will be generated. Moreover, care needs to be taken to ensure that the naive algorithm terminates in cases where an infinite type is required.
To sidestep these problems we shift the focus from the question "which nodes have to be assigned an arrow type?" to the question "what set of paths have to be in the type for a given node?"
The first question is easy to answer, but it has to be repeated and answered many times before a solution is constructed. The second question seems more difficult, but it turns out that we can encode the necessary paths using time and space which is polynomial in the size of the graph. The basic idea is to use a nondeterministic automaton, as shown in the following section.
An Automaton
We now present the key construction (Definition 7) that we will use to efficiently solve constraint graphs. Given a closed constraint graph, the idea is to construct an automaton that 9 keeps track of upper and lower bounds in the graph, and 9 accepts paths that must exist in every solution of the graph.
In the following sections we will use the automaton to construct a solution of least shape. Each state in the automaton is a pair of nodes from the graph. Moreover, we ensure that if a state (u', v') is reachable from a state of the form (u, u), then u' ~ v' is in the graph (Lemma 8). The language accepted by the automaton is a set of paths. If s is a node in the constraint graph and we take (s, s) as the start state of the automaton, then the accepted paths must be in the domain of every type for s (Lemma 9). The present section includes three useful results (Lemmas 10, 11, 12) about the automaton; they will be applied in later sections.
Definition 7. Let a constraint graph G = (S, L, R, <) be given. The automaton is defined as follows. The input alphabet of d//is {0, 1}. The set of states of J/is S • S. A state is written (s, t). The transitions are defined as follows.
If p and q are states of J//and z E {0, 1}*, we write p ~ q if the automaton can move from state p to state q under input ~, including possible e-transitions. The automaton ~/s is the automaton ~# with start state (s, s). All states are accept states; thus the language accepted by ~'s is the set of strings ~ for which there exists a state (u,v 
) such that (s,s) ~ (u,v). We denote this language by ~e(s).
[] Informally, we can think of the automaton J/s as follows. We start with two pebbles, one green and one red, on the node s of the constraint graph G. We can move the green pebble forward along a < edge at any time, and we can move the red pebble backward along a < edge at any time. We can move both pebbles simultaneously along R edges leading out of the nodes they occupy. We can also move them simultaneously along outgoing L edges, but in the latter case we switch their colors. The sequence of O's and l's that were seen gives a string in LP(s), and all strings in 5e(s) are obtained in this way.
For comparison, the automaton that was defined in [KPS94] for doing type inference without _k had eight rather than four rules for generating transitions.
It turns out that once we have Jr we can construct a solution with domain 2P(s) for each s.
The fundamental relation between a closed constraint graph G and the automaton ~ is expressed by Lemma 8. 
c~ E ~(h(s)). Moreover, h(u) < h(s) $ c~ <_ h(v).
Proof We proceed by induction on the number of transitions. If this is zero, then (u, v) = (s, s) and ~ = e, and the result is immediate. Otherwise, assume that (s, s) 2-, (u, v) and the lemma holds for this sequence of transitions. We argue by cases, depending on the form of the next transition out of (u, v).
If (u,v) ~ ~ (u',v'),thenu'<uandv~v',so~e = ~ E ~(h(s)) and h(u') <_ h(u) <_ h(s),~e <_ h(v) <_ h(v').
If (u, v) ~ (u', v'), then u ~1 Ut and v ~ v', so h(u') = h(u) + 1 and h(v') = h(v) ~ 1.
Then 1 E ~(h(u)) and 1 E ~(h(v)), so 1 E ~(h(s)J, ~) and ~1 E ~(h(s)), and h(u') = h(u)~,l _< h(s)~,el _< h(v)+l = h(v').
If (u, v) o (v', u'), then u o u' o v' = --* and v , so h(u') = h(u) ~ O and h(v') h(v) ~ 0. Then 0 6 @(h(u)) and 0 6 ~(h(v)), so 0 6 @(h(s)~ ~) and c~0 6 ~(h(s)), and h(u') = h(u),~O >_ h(s)~,~O > h(v)~,O = h(v').
[] 
oJ (H,x) (ffx , ff(, x x)y )
It turns out that 5r = 5r = {e} and 5r = {e,0, 1}.
Upper Bounds
We want to construct a solution ~p : S ~ Tz such that ~(q~(s)) = d(s) for all s 6 S. Suppose LP(s)$ ~ = {e} for some s ~ S. Then we want (q~(s))(a) 6 {_1_, T}. The question is: should we pick • or T? Let us examine this question by considering (s,s) (u,w) .
Recall that Y is the set of "~ nodes." Clearly, at most one of u and w is in Y; otherwise (u,w) would have outgoing 0 and 1 transitions, contradicting 5r + ~ = {e}. If either of u and w is in iV, then that puts a constraint on the choice for the value of (q~(s))(~). Intuitively, if w is in X, then we must define (q~(s))(~) = _J_, and if u is in ~, then we must define 0p(s))(~) = -7-. If neither of u and w are in ~, then no constraint is put on (q~(s))(~). To capture the set of imposed constraints, we define Up(s, ~), which intuitively is the set of upper bounds of s at level ~ (Definition 13).
We let 2 X denote the powerset of JV'. Notice that each W(s) has domain 5~ for all s 6 S.
We first prove that ([[(j-x.x 
An Algorithm
We have shown that the type inference problem for PTB can be reduced to solving constraint graphs. Using the characterization of Theorem 17, we get a straightforward type inference algorithm.
Theorem 18. One can decide in time O(n 3) whether a constraint graph of size n has a finite solution.
Proof By Theorem 17, there exists a finite solution if and only if the constructed solution p has the property that ~p(s) is finite for all s 6 ~0P)). To determine this, we need only check whether any ~(s) contains an infinite path. We first form the constraint graph, then close it; this gives a graph with n vertices and O(n 2) edges. This can be done in time O(n3). We then form the automaton J//, which has n 2 states but only O(n 3) transitions, at most O(n) from each state. We then check for a cycle with at least one non-e transition reachable from some (s, s). This can be done in linear time in the size of the graph using depth-first search. The entire algorithm requires time O(n3). [] A j--term of size n yields a constraint graph with O(n) nodes and O(n) edges. Allowing types to be represented succinctly by the automata ~/gs, we get our main result.
Corollary 19. The type inference problem for PTB is solvable in O(n 3) time.
Recursive types are just regular trees [AmC93]. The least-shape solution we have constructed, although possibly infinite, is a regular tree for every node in the constraint graph. Thus, we get the following result.
Corollary 20. For PTBu, we can infer a least-shape type annotation in O(n 3) time.
It remains open how to extend this result to PTBu W {Int}.
Example
We now give an example of how our type inference algorithm works. Consider the J,-term E = (j-x.xx)(2y.y) which was also treated in [POO95] . We give each of the two occurrences of x a label so that the 2-term reads (j-x.xlx2)(2y.y). The constraint system T(E) looks as follows:
From J-X.X1X2 X -~ , [[2y.y~ [~E] ]
To close the constraint graph, it is sufficient to first fill in the edges For comparison, we can apply the algorithm of [POO95] for type inference for PTB extended with recursive types to E. The result is that both x and y get annotated by the infinite type #~.~ ---* c~ [POO95] .
